
NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
ZFT2 TOWER July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

The new easy-folding ZFT2 tower is now standard equipment on all NXT, X and XT 
Series models. Equipped with swivel board racks (standard on X and XT Series, op-
tional on NXT Series models) this tower updates the NXT tower styling to match the 
check mark styling of the ZFT4 and ZFT7 towers. The tower features gas shocks to 
assist operators when raising and lowering, and hand screw bolts to lock the tower 
in place.

Tower and board racks standard on all X and XT Series models. Tower standard, 
board racks optional on NXT Series models. 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
DUAL SCREEN DASH July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

We are excited to introduce an all new, patent pending, Dual Screen Dash and soft-
ware for 2018. After an extensive study of customer boating habits, we have updat-
ed and improved the software system to operate around three modes: Drive, Tow 
and Chill. With information neatly displayed and easy to use, we feel consumers can 
enjoy their MasterCraft more than ever.  

The Dual Screen Dash package features a 10.1” touchscreen and 12” non-touch 
display. The software also includes integration with users’ phones, a tower mount-
ed rear-facing camera and GoPro Cameras. The system’s software maximizes the 
additional screens by offering new profiles and a cleaner profile interface, integrat-
ed ICE radio controls, volume zone controls, pre-loaded tutorial videos and maps of 
global waterways. 

The dual screen dash also features new styling and ergonomics to put everything 
within reach. Quickly adjust tabs, ballast and volume levels with the manual switch-
pack, or use the touchscreen to totally customize your ride.

Optional on all X and XT Series models 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
ADVANCED AND PREMIUM AUDIO WITH DSP July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

The best boats on the water now feature the best sound in the marine industry. We 
have partnered with legendary loudspeaker company, Klipsch Audio to supply all 
speaker and amplification products for 2018 MasterCraft boats. 

The Advanced and Premium Audio packages take sound to a whole new level with 
the introduction of a digital signal processor (DSP) module from Bongiovi Acous-
tics (yes, that Bon Jovi). The DSP custom tunes the speakers in every MasterCraft 
model to not only adjust to the boat’s shape and size, but also to the boat’s operat-
ing mode. This level of tuning reduces distortion and delivers crystal clear audio at 
any volume. The DSP also re-masters music in real time on 120 different parame-
ters, and extends the range of clipped audio files.  

Advanced Audio on X, XT and NXT Series models adds a sub, amp and DSP mod-
ule to the base audio system. Premium Audio, available with the Dual Screen Dash 
and Premium Audio package, takes the Advanced Audio package and juices it 
even more. Premium audio adds an additional sub and amp, as well as two 7” dash 
mounted speakers, for truly mind numbing sound. The 7” dash mounted speakers 
reflect sound off the windshield to envelop the cockpit in an embrace of ear-level 
sound, showcasing highs and lows you’ve never heard in your music before.

Premium Audio is included in the Dual Screen Dash and Premium Audio Package 
on all X and XT Series models. 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
KLIPSCH AUDIO July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

The best boats on the water now feature the best sound in the marine industry. We 
have partnered with legendary loudspeaker company, Klipsch Audio to supply all 
speaker and amplification products for 2018 MasterCraft boats. 

The goal when developing their line of marine speakers was to produce concert 
level sound in a 20-26’ boat. New features of the Klipsch setup include: a fifteen 
percent (15%) increase in speaker size from 7.7” JL speakers to new  8.5” Klipsch 
speakers (X and XT Series), new tower speaker pods including  two 7” speakers and 
one 5” horn, and powerful amps that prevent distortion even at maximum volume 
levels.

Klipsch has been making world-class, audio equipment since 1946 and for the first 
time ever they’re bringing their more than 70 years of expertise to the water—ex-
clusively on MasterCraft. Starting this year, the speakers on MasterCraft boats will 
be premium, custom engineered Klipsch speakers made specifically for on-water 
action. 

Base audio standard on all X and XT Series Models, Optional on NXT and ProStar 
Models. Upgraded audio packages available for all models.



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
ZFT4 AND ZFT7 BOARD RACKS July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

We are proud to introduce a new, easy to open and close clamping board rack for 
2018 ZFT4 and ZFT7 towers. The new racks pop open with the push of a button and 
clamp back down by pushing up on the grab handles. The new mechanism in these 
racks was designed to be our easiest-to-close board racks ever, and we think we hit 
it out of the park with them. 

In addition to the improved ease of use, they also hold boards better than ever 
thanks to improved clamps and increase padding. 

Standard on all X and XT Series models equipped with ZFT4 and ZFT7 towers.



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
UPDATED ZFT4 STYLING July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

To enhance and improve the look of the ZFT4 tower for 2018, we have updated the 
ZFT4 tower leg with new styling. The updates include new style lines and a titanium 
colored disk insert to match dash accents.

Optional on all X and XT Series models.



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
REAR FACING CAMERA July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

The Dual Screen Dash and Premium Audio package now includes a tower mount-
ed rear facing camera. The new camera provides a view of the transom of the boat, 
and views of riders on longer wakeboard ropes. The tower mounted camera sends 
a live video feed to the center PV1200 display. The view can be expanded and con-
tracted using the 5-button keypad mounted next to the ignition switch.

Only available in the optional Dual Screen Dash and Premium Audio Package



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
CUSTOM FIBERGLASS CUP HOLDER INSERTS July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

New for 2018 are custom colored cockpit fiberglass cup holder inserts. Cup holder 
inserts can be ordered in any MasterCraft gel color (no flake). The inserts feature 
accent lighting, cup holders, a custom color vinyl insert, a grab rail and  are home to 
the new Klipsch 8” speakers. 

Standard on X and XT Series models. Black inserts standard, all other colors op-
tional. 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
DOCKSTAR - X46 & X26 July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

New for the X46 and X26, the DockStar Handling System. DockStar’s breakthrough 
design delivers the ultimate control with a pair of additional rudders that deflect 
prop wash beneath the boat. The result is precise steering while reversing in both 
port and starboard directions, now in our bigger boats. Drivers familiar with the 
handling of a sterndrive or outboard boat will marvel that an inboard is this capable 
and easy to dock. Plus, the wake is not affected by the DockStar System.

DockStar is optional on all X, XT and NXT Series models 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
TRANSOM REAR FACING LIGHTS July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

MasterCraft is pleased to announce new rear facing lights on X and XT Series mod-
els. These optional lights provide additional lighting to the aft portion of the boat. 
They are especially useful when combined with the forward facing docking lights 
while pulling up to a dock or into a boat slip after dark. The rub rail mounted lights 
include six LED lights.

Optional on all X and XT Series models 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
ADDITIONAL COOLFEEL VINYL COLORS + PRICING July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

For 2018 MasterCraft has added three new CoolFeel vinyl colors: Viper Red, Jet-
stream Blue, and Navy. Like the other CoolFeel vinyls, these vinyls are designed to 
keep their surface temperatures below 140 degrees, even under direct sunlight and 
during peak sun hours. 

The CoolFeel vinyl features a different texture than the vinyl in the standard collec-
tion, therefore MasterCraft recommends only using CoolFeel vinyl with other Cool-
Feel colors. For 2018 CoolFeel selections for base 1, 2, 3 are individually priced. 

Optional on all X and XT Series Models 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
PROSTAR EXHAUST TIPS July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

We are excited to introduce new ProStar exhaust tips. These tips are designed to 
reduce exterior engine noise by up to 6dB. These tips do not drag in the water when 
at ski speeds and have no affect on the wake. They have been throughly validated 
by some of the top skiers in the industry and are approved by the American Water 
Ski Association (AWSA).

Standard on all ProStar models. 



NEW MODEL OPTION HIGHLIGHTS
MOORING COVER WITH SUSPENSION DRAIN July, 2017

Feature Introduction

Models

We are proud to introduce an all new mooring cover with a suspension draining 
system. The new design uses a cord system to hold the tower up, so anti-pooling 
poles are no longer required for short-term storage. The system works using a cord 
running through the cover that loops over the tower and anchors at the transom. 

To deploy the new system, cover the boat like normal, hook the padded loop over 
the tower tow point, and pull on the cord to lift the cover up. The cord anchors in 
place on the protected rope anchor near the transom of the boat. 

The anti-pooling cover is designed to be used in conjunction with anti-pooling poles 
during long-term storage, or on long road trips. Poles are required when trailering 
the boat for trips lasting more than one (1) hour, at highway speeds. Poles are also 
required for use with the mooring cover for long term and seasonal storage. An-
ti-pooling poles are still included with every mooring cover. 

Equipped on factory mooring covers for all X, XT and NXT Series models. 


